shall be explosion proof and shall be labeled as explosion proof by Underwriter’s Laboratories, Inc., or other recognized laboratory, as suitable for Class I, Group D atmospheres.

§ 105.20–15 Grounding.
(a) All tanks and associated lines shall be electrically grounded to the vessel’s common ground.
(b) A grounded type hose and nozzle shall be used for dispensing fuels.

Subpart 105.25—Additional Requirements—When Cargo Tanks Are Installed Below Decks

§ 105.25–1 General requirements.
(a) Cargo tank and piping systems shall be as described in Subpart 105.20.

§ 105.25–5 Compartments or areas containing cargo tanks or pumping systems.
(a) Compartments or areas containing tanks or pumping systems shall be closed off from the remainder of the vessel by gastight bulkheads. Such gastight bulkheads may be pierced for a drive shaft and pump engine control rods if such openings are fitted with stuffing boxes or other acceptable gland arrangements.

§ 105.25–7 Ventilation systems for cargo tank or pumping system compartment.
(a) Each compartment shall be provided with a mechanical exhaust system capable of ventilating such compartment with a complete change of air once in every 3 minutes. The intake duct or ducts shall be of sufficient size to permit the required air change. The exhaust duct or ducts shall be located so as to remove vapors from the lower portion of the space or bilges.
(b) The ventilation outlets shall terminate more than 10 feet from any opening to the interior of the vessel which normally contains sources of vapor ignition. The ventilation fan shall be explosion proof and unable to act as a source of ignition.

§ 105.30–5 Grounding of electrical equipment.
(a) All electrical equipment shall be grounded to the vessel’s common ground.